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introDuCtion

accidents require diligence in awareness and prepared-
ness activities to coordinate operations, prevent and 
safeguard lives, and protect economic interests and 
commodities. 

this is an introduction to national measures and 
policies as well as to medical resources, training, and 
exercises available to military healthcare providers. 
effective information flow is crucial to the success of 
a proper and well-organized emergency response for 
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or explo-
sive (CBrne) incidents. learning about the military 
healthcare provider’s role in preparing for such an 
event and becoming familiar with the organizational 
framework and expectations of disaster preparedness 
results in a healthcare force that is prepared to assist 
in the biomedical arena of national defense.  

Major emergencies like the terrorist attacks of sep-
tember 11, 2001, and the following anthrax mailings, as 
well as the devastating effects of hurricane Katrina and 
the emerging threat of avian influenza are currently 
fresh in americans’ memories. Military healthcare 
providers have a role in responding to national events, 
whether terrorist attacks, natural disasters, or emerg-
ing diseases. this chapter outlines the organizational 
framework within which military healthcare providers 
will operate. the following pages will discuss how 
military healthcare providers are expected to interact 
with local, state, and federal agencies while remain-
ing in a military chain of command when reacting to 
national emergencies. the strategy and primary goal 
of federal and civilian counterterrorism agencies is to 
deter attacks. natural catastrophes and human-made 

national Civilian PrePareDness (1990–2001)

the fundamental tenet of disaster response in the 
united states is that disasters are local. as a result, 
local authorities are primarily responsible for respond-
ing to incidents, whether natural or human-made. 
however, state and regional authorities and assets 
can assist upon request from the local governing body 
and federal assets can assist upon request of the state 
governor. Most states authorize either a city council, 
board of supervisors, or other authority sanctioned 
by a local ordinance to request help should a local 
government be unable to handle a disaster. this local 
governing body, or “incident command system,” can 
request state aid. Prior to 2001 domestic preparedness 
efforts at local, state, and federal levels were often 
poorly coordinated and disruptive because of disputes 
over authority, particularly when legal and recovery 
priorities clashed. existing federal legislation and 
policy was comprehensive but inconsistent and did 
not adequately address the full range of antiterrorism 
and counterterrorism actions necessary to deal with 
the risk of, or recovery from, a major terrorist action 
using chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons of mass 
destruction (WMDs). Disasters and terrorist attacks can 
take on many forms and preparedness plans require 
measuring risk against the potential for damage.

incidents such as the bombings of the World trade 
Center in 1993, oklahoma City’s Murrah Federal 
Building in 1995, and atlanta’s olympic Centennial 
Park in 1996 and the tokyo sarin attack in 1995 all 
highlighted inadequacies in capability and readiness to 
avert and manage large-scale terrorist events. review 
of the events resulted in agencies understanding the 
importance of a coordinated response and the impact 
of proper communication on positive outcomes. the 

above experiences led to a series of policies designed 
to ensure interagency coordination and communica-
tion. however, these policies are complicated, which 
may partially explain the degraded state of coordina-
tion and communication between agencies when the 
september 11, 2001, attacks occurred.

after the sarin gas attacks in tokyo and the okla-
homa City bombing, President Bill Clinton signed 
presidential decision directives 39 and 62.1,2 these 
directives outline policy for deterring and responding 
to terrorism through detecting, preventing, and man-
aging WMD incidents. Presidential Decision Directive 
39 also defines domestic and international threats and 
separates the nation’s response to these events into 
what are called “crisis responses” and “consequence 
management responses.” Crisis responses involve 
proactive, preventative operations intended to avert 
incidents and support post-event law enforcement 
activities for legal action against the perpetrators. 
Consequence management refers to operations focused 
on post-incident activities intended to assist in damage 
recovery. this phase of recovery includes tasks such as 
restoring public services, safeguarding public health, 
offering emergency relief, providing security to protect 
casualties, staffing response agencies, and guarantee-
ing information flow and infrastructure stability.

in Public law 104-201 (the national Defense 
authorization act for Fiscal year 1997, title XiV, 
“Defense against Weapons of Mass Destruction,” 
commonly referred to as the “nunn-lugar-Domenici 
legislation”), Congress implemented presidential 
decision directives 39 and 62, which directed and sup-
ported an enhanced federal effort toward preventing 
and responding to terrorist incidents.3 one of these 
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efforts led to the formation of a senior interagency 
group on terrorism, chaired by the Federal emergency 
Management agency (FeMa). this group coordi-
nated federal policy issues among agencies and with 
state and local governments.4 at this time the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) outlined its responsibilities, 
oversight, and execution plan aimed at preparedness 
and response. 

section 1412 of title XiV directed and equipped the 
secretary of defense to carry out a program providing 
civilian personnel of federal, state, and local agencies 
with training and expert advice regarding emergency 
responses to the use or threatened use of a WMD or 
related materials.3 this policy became known as the 
“120 Cities Program” and focused on improving coor-
dination between emergency response planners and 
executors at the 120 largest metropolitan centers in the 
united states. section 1413 directed and equipped the 
secretary of defense to coordinate DoD assistance to 
federal, state, and local officials when responding to 
threats involving biological or chemical weapons (or 

related materials or technologies) and to coordinate 
with the Department of energy for similar assistance 
with nuclear weapons and related materials.3 section 
1415 directed and equipped the secretary of defense 
to develop and carry out a program for testing and 
improving federal, state, and local responses to emer-
gencies involving biological weapons and related 
materials. section 1416 directed limited DoD support 
to the attorney general and civilian law enforcement 
in emergency situations involving biological or chemi-
cal weapons.3 the preexisting Federal response Plan 
assigned specific emergency support functions (esFs) 
to the DoD in the event of a local incident of suffi-
cient magnitude to involve federal assets. Public law 
104-102 therefore expanded and clarified the DoD’s 
responsibilities to prepare the nation’s emergency 
response assets for a chemical, biological, or radiologi-
cal incident and also clarified the nature of the DoD’s 
cooperative relationships with other agencies. in 1999 
many of those responsibilities transferred to the us 
Department of Justice. 

DomestiC PrePareDness aFter sePtember 11, 2001

By september 11, 2001, many domestic prepared-
ness initiatives and programs were already in place, 
but a coordinated response effort was lacking.3,5,6 the 
response following september 11, 2001, demonstrated 
gaps in existing policy and practice as well as the need 
for a more expanded approach, more unified structure, 
and closer coordination. Creating the White house of-
fice of homeland security on oct 8, 2001, was the first 
step toward improving the us emergency response 
posture. the office published the National Strategy for 
Homeland Security in July 2002. this strategy provides 
guidelines and a framework by which the federal, state, 
and local governments, as well private companies and 
civilians, can organize a more cohesive response net-
work for the nation. as part of the strategy, President 
George W Bush established the us Department of 
homeland security (Dhs) in June 2002 to unite efforts 
across different agencies involved in homeland secu-
rity and “clarify lines of responsibility for homeland 
security in the executive Branch.”7

national strategy for Homeland security and 
Homeland security Presidential Directives

on october 29, 2001, Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive 1 was issued, becoming one of the first direc-
tives to increase the security of us citizens by orga-
nizing a homeland security council.8 the homeland 
security council’s overarching role is to ensure there is 
coordination between all executive agencies (eg, secre-
tary of defense, us Department of health and human 

services [Dhhs], us Federal Bureau of investigation, 
Dhs, etc) involved in activities related to homeland 
security. Homeland Security Presidential Directive 3 was 
issued in March 2002, directing the homeland security 
advisory system to provide a comprehensive means to 
disseminate information regarding terrorist acts.9 this 
system, administered by the Dhs, provides current 
information related to threats and vulnerabilities and 
provides the information to the public. the Dhs com-
municated this information by means of a color-coded 
threat condition chart (Figure 23-1).9 

With more than 87,000 distinct jurisdictions, the 
united states faces a unique challenge when coordinat-
ing efforts across federal, state, and local governments. 
in February 2003 the president issued Homeland Security 
Presidential Directive 5.10 this directive established the 
Dhs as the lead federal agency for domestic incident 
management and homeland security. the secretary 
of homeland security coordinates the federal govern-
ment’s resources to prevent, prepare for, respond to, 
and recover from natural and human-made disasters. 
the National Strategy for Homeland Security provides the 
direction and framework for all government agencies 
to follow that have roles in homeland security.7

national incident management system and the 
national response Plan

in 2003, under Homeland Security Presidential Direc-
tive 5, the secretary of homeland security was tasked 
to develop and administer the national incident  
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Management system (niMs)10,11 and the national 
response Plan (nrP).12 the niMs outlines how 
federal, state, local, and tribal communities will 
prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from 
domestic incidents. the nrP encompasses the niMs 
and provides the structure and operational direction 
for the coordinated effort. all federal agencies are 
required to use niMs in their domestic incident man-
agement and emergency programs. niMs outlines 
a nationwide approach for federal, state, and local 
governments and agencies for use in command and 
multiagency coordination systems. it also outlines 
training and plans for resource management, as well 
as components that are used to facilitate responses 
to domestic incidents. these components include 
command and management, preparedness, resource 

management, and communications and information 
management.11 

the command and management component of 
niMs emphasizes structure (incident command sys-
tems) and organization (multiagency coordination 
systems) and has an additional role in informing the 
public of an incident. these systems involve every level 
of government, including DoD, with the optimum goal 
of facilitating management and operations. the overall 
structure and template for the command and manage-
ment section outlines a unified command under an 
incident command and staff. With a unified command, 
no agency’s legal authority is compromised and a joint 
effort across all agencies is achieved. 

this “national domestic all-hazards preparedness 
goal” provides for incident-specific resources.13 the 
preparedness component of niMs is made up of activi-
ties that include planning, training, exercises, person-
nel qualification and certification, equipment acquisi-
tion and certification, mutual aid, and publications 
management. this component represents the focus of 
many jurisdictional levels and crosses many agencies 
that are responsible for incident management.11

niMs unifies incident-management and resource-
allocation. under niMs, preparedness encompasses 
the full range of deliberate and critical activities nec-
essary to build, sustain, and improve the operational 
capability to prevent, protect against, respond to, and 
recover from domestic incidents. Preparedness, in the 
context of an actual or potential incident, involves 
actions to enhance readiness and minimize impacts; 
it includes hazard-mitigation measures to save lives 
and protect property from the impacts of events such 
as terrorism and natural disasters.12

Preparedness requires a well-conceived plan that 
encompasses emergency operations plans and proce-
dures. niMs outlines how personnel, equipment, and 
resources will be used to support incident manage-
ment.11 the plan includes all entities and functions that 
are critical to incident management, such as priorities 
and the availability of resources.11,12 niMs training 
and exercise activities outline multiagency standard 
courses that cross both agent-specific and discipline-
specific areas. exercises focus on all actively participat-
ing jurisdictions and agencies and on disciplines work-
ing and coordinating efforts and optimizing resources. 
these kinds of exercises allow for improvements built 
on experience.11–13

the nrP superseded the Federal response Plan 
and several other earlier plans and provided for a 
more unified effort.12 the nrP outlined and integrated 
the federal government’s domestic prevention, pre-
paredness, response, and recovery plans across many 
disciplines and hazards.  

Fig. 23-1. the national homeland security advisory system. 
the five threat conditions are outlined in homeland security 
Presidential Directive 3.
reproduced from: us office of homeland security. home-
land security advisory system. Washington, DC: office of 
the Press secretary; 2002. homeland security Presidential 
Directive 3.
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Fig. 23-2. organizational outline for incident management 
command. the structures address local, field, state and 
joint field office national incident response organization. (a) 
local responders use the incident command structure. (b) 
Field-level area command structure. (c) state and emergency 
operations center. (d) overview of the joint field office and 
its key components
reproduced from: us Department of homeland security. 
National Response Framework. Washington, DC: Dhs; 2008.
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national response Framework 

in 2008 the nrP will be replaced by national re-
sponse Framework (nrF), which will guide the nation 
in incident response. the nrF ensures that govern-
ment executives and nongovernment organizations, 
leaders, emergency management personnel, and the 
private segments across the country understand do-
mestic incident response roles.

the nrF provides a structure for implementing 
national-level policy and operational coordination 
for domestic incident response. the nrF addresses 
actual or potential emergencies, hazard events (rang-
ing from accidents to natural disasters), and actual or 
potential terrorist attacks. these incidents could range 
from modest events that are contained within a single 
community to ones that are catastrophic and create 
national consequences.  

the nrF includes a wider incident audience than 
the nrP, including executive leadership, emergency 
management personnel at all government levels, and 
private community organizations and other nongov-
ernmental organizations. it has expanded the focus 
on partnership, affirming that an effective national 
response requires layered and mutually supporting 
capabilities. local communities, tribes, and states are 
primarily responsible for the safety and security of 
their citizens. therefore local leaders will build the 
foundation for response and communities will prepare 
individuals and families.

the nrF has made many changes to the nrP, 
including updating the planning section and improv-

ing annexes and appendices. it clarifies the roles and 
responsibilities of the principal federal official, federal 
coordinating officer, senior federal law enforcement of-
ficial, and the joint task force commander (Figure 23-2). 
the nrF describes organizational structures that have 
been developed, tested, and refined that are applicable 
to all support levels. the response structures are based 
on the niMs and they promote on-the-scene initiative 
and resource sharing by all levels of government and 
private sectors. at the field level, local responders use 
the incident command structure to manage response 
operations (see Figure 23-2a). there may be a need for 
an area command structure at this level, which may 
be established to assess the agency administrator or 
executive in overseeing the management of multiple 
incidents (see Figure 23-2b). on-scene incident com-
mand and management organizations are located at 
an incident command post at the tactical level. state 
emergency operations centers are located where multi-
agency coordination can occur and they are configured 
to expand as needed to manage state-level events (see 
Figure 23-2c).

the joint field office is the primary federal inci-
dent management field structure and is composed 
of multiple agencies. it serves as a temporary facility 
for coordinating federal, state, local, tribal, public, 
and private agencies responsible for response and 
recovery. the joint field office is organized in a man-
ner consistent with niMs principles and is led by the 
unified coordination group (Figure 23-3). it focuses on 
providing support to on-the-scene efforts and support-
ing operations beyond the incident site.13

DePartment oF DeFense roles For DomestiC PrePareDness anD resPonse 

the Quadrennial Defense Review Report of 2006 
outlines new challenges facing the DoD. this report 
examines four priority areas of homeland defense 
and protection against WMDs.14 the DoD has unique 
capabilities and resources that can be used to support 
a federal response should an incident occur. Within 
the roles and responsibilities of the nrF, the secretary 
of defense, as directed by the president, can authorize 
defense support for civil authorities (in the form of 
an official request for assistance during a domestic 
incident).13 although the secretary of homeland secu-
rity is the principal federal agent during an incident of 
national significance, command and control authority 
for military assets remains within military chains of 
command.    

the DoD, through the secretary of defense, has two 
roles with respect to domestic preparedness. First, the 
DoD’s mission is to defend us territory and its inter-
ests. its second role is providing military support to 
civilian authorities when directed by the president, 

who can authorize the military to defend nonDoD 
assets that are designated as critical. the Strategy for 
Homeland Defense and Civil Support guides DoD action 
in each role.15 this document builds on several others, 
including the National Defense Strategy of the United 
States of America,16 the National Strategy for Homeland 
Security,7 and the National Security Strategy of the United 
States of America.17 the Strategy for Homeland Defense 
and Civil Support has several objectives. these include 
interdicting and defeating threats at a safe distance, 
providing mission assurance, supporting civil au-
thorities in CBrne attacks, and improving capabilities 
for homeland defense and security.15 overall, policy 
guidance and supervision to homeland defense activi-
ties are the responsibility of the assistant secretary of 
defense for homeland defense. 

in the case of an emergency of national signifi-
cance, the nrP outlines federal department or agency 
support to state or local governments.12 the actions 
of federal agencies are dictated by the stafford act 
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(Figure 23-4).12,18 the initial response is handled lo-
cally using available resources. after expending those 
resources, the local jurisdictions notify the state. state 
officials review the situation and respond by mobiliz-
ing state resources, keeping Dhs and FeMa regional 
offices informed. When the situation becomes of such 
a magnitude that the governor requests a presidential 
directive for more support, regional staffing is coordi-
nated using deployments, such as emergency response 
teams. a federal coordinating officer from the Dhs 

identifies requirements and coordinates the overall 
federal interagency management.12

DoD’s role in a domestic emergency depends on the 
scope of the incident, but it executes its responsibilities 
under the nrP, either as lead agency or in support 
of other lead agencies.12 the DoD may first become 
involved in a limited role in small contingency mis-
sions, working with or under leading agencies. if the 
emergency is more serious (eg, a major natural disaster 
or a terrorist event), large-scale or specific, the DoD will 
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most likely be required to respond and may be asked to 
provide its unique capabilities to assist other agencies. 

For emergencies involving chemical or biological 
weapons that overwhelm the capabilities of local, 
state, or other federal agencies, the DoD directly sup-
ports and assists in the areas of monitoring, identify-
ing, containing, decontaminating, and disposing of 
the weapon. specific nrP incidence annexes outline 

contingency plans for response to incidents involving 
biological, radiological, or chemical agents and toxic 
industrial chemicals and materials.12 although the co-
ordinating agency may not be the DoD, the department 
is involved in these incidents because of its specialized 
training and capabilities. these unique DoD capabili-
ties, specifically in the areas of programs and assets, 
are the focus of the remainder of this chapter.

tHe DePartment oF DeFense’s suPPort to Civil autHorities

the events of the 1995 sarin gas attack in the tokyo 
subway, as well as threats against the united states 
and its allies, substantiated the need for planning to 
mitigate a chemical attack on the united states. this 
need became more evident with the continued threat 
and possible use of chemical weapons by iraq and the 
former soviet union. the potential for exposure exists 
because many countries still maintain access to, or 
stockpiles of, chemical warfare agents. the continued 
threat of accidental or intentional incidents resulting 
from human-made disasters following the release of 
toxic industrial chemicals or materials has necessitated 
efforts to develop streamlined, rapid responses to 
chemical events. in an effort to provide information 
to the public, other agencies, and authorities, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has 
complied a comprehensive and extensive list of toxic 
chemicals and chemical agents, chemical character-
istics, and medical first aid and antidote treatment.19 

the anthrax attacks of 2001 and the potential use of 
biological weapons make emergency planning neces-
sary. Multiagency planning is also required to prepare 
for potential nuclear incidents.    

the DoD is uniquely capable of responding to these 
events because of wartime experience, continued re-
search to counteract WMDs, and ongoing training in 
protective measures. since the use of chemical weap-
ons in World War i and the establishment of a chemical 
warfare service in 1918, the DoD has continued to be 
involved in developing countermeasures (antidotes, 
protective equipment, etc) through research, training, 
and initiating new programs, resources, and centers 
of authority.20 today challenges for the DoD include 
incorporating these capabilities into homeland security 
and coordinating these efforts with other agencies and 
the civilian incident commands. 

the national response Framework esF 8 (“health 
and Medical services”) outlines coordination guide-
lines for the Dhhs, the lead agency during a domestic 
incident, as well as all signatory supporting agencies, 
including the DoD.4,13 the nrF states that the Dhhs 
and the us Department of agriculture are the coordi-
nating agencies for the food and agriculture incident 

annex. in this capacity, the military contributes only a 
supporting role to civilian authority. the DoD military 
operations that have priority over disaster relief12,13, 16,21 
are also defined in esF 8 (Figure 23-5).

Defense support in a domestic incident can involve 
federal military forces and DoD civilians and contrac-
tors, as well as other DoD components. the executive 
authority for military support is through the secretary 
of defense, who can authorize defense support of civil 
authorities. the secretary of defense retains the com-
mand of military forces throughout operations.16,21 the 
secretary of defense also designates the secretary of the 
army as the DoD executive agent for military support 
to civil authorities, and the point of contact for the DoD 
executive agent is the defense coordinating officer. this 
individual is the DoD’s representative at the joint field 
office. For a domestic incident in which DoD assistance 
is needed, the defense coordinating officer forwards a 
request for assistance to the us army northern Com-
mand, which passes the request to the us army Medi-
cal Command (MeDCoM) and the commander of the 
us army Forces Command. if the disaster exceeds the 
defense coordinating officer’s command and control, 
a supporting military commander-in-chief establishes 
a joint task force or response task force to control DoD 
assets and resources (including personnel).21  

the DoD’s role in supporting emergency response 
operations depends on well-trained, readily available, 
fully qualified personnel. these personnel are often 
from different commands and services within the DoD. 
in addition, active, reserve, and national Guard com-
ponents can be made available for domestic support, 
depending on the extent and nature of the incident and 
the forces’ current deployment missions throughout 
other regions of the world. 

the capabilities of the DoD and the military to react 
to a CBrne event are described in terms of “detec-
tion and response” and “reach-back response.”15 the 
detection and response capability provides teams 
trained in detection, initial response, and medical 
response. the initial response to a domestic incident 
is often the most crucial step and sets the stage for a 
well-executed and effective overall response. these 
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military first responders are important assets in sup-
porting homeland defense. 

in 1996, based on Presidential Decision Directive 39, 
the Marine Corps developed a task force uniquely 
trained for CBrne incidents.1,22 this forward-support 
task force, called the “chemical/biological incident 
response force” (CBirF), is a mobile, self-sufficient 
response force capable of deploying rapidly.1 CBirF 
focuses its efforts on consequence management. the 
team is trained to function in several roles as initial 
responder; for example, it is trained in decontami-
nation, security, and medical responder assistance 
during specific or unique incidents, such as CBrne 

events.22–24 Currently CBirF is located in the national 
capital region.

CBirF is a consequence management force that 
can deploy on short notice when directed by the 
national command authority. the force consists of 
several elements, including reconnaissance (with a 
nuclear, biological, and chemical [nBC] element), de-
contamination, medical support, security, and service 
support. each element includes up to 120 Marines 
(eg, a security element), but most elements consist 
of about 30 personnel. CBirF’s medical element is 
made up of 6 officers (3 physicians, 1 environmental 
health officer, 1 physician assistant, and 1 nurse) and 

Fig. 23-5. Federal emergency response plan outlining federal government departments and their interactions with support-
ing agencies, such as the Department of Defense.
reproduced from: us Department of the army. Medical emergency Management Planning. Washington, DC: Da; 2003. 
MeDCoM Pam 525-1.
aiD: agency for international Development
arC: american red Cross 

DoD: Department of Defense
Doe: Department of energy
DoJ: Department of Justice
Dot: Department of transportation
DVa: Department of Veteran’s affairs
ePa: environmental Protection agency
FCC: federal coordinating center

FeMa: Federal emergency Management association
Fs: Forest service
Gsa: General services administration
hhs: Department of health and human services
nCs: national Communications system
nDMs: national Disaster Medical system
usaCe: united states army Corps of engineers 
usa MeDCoM: us army Medical Command
usDa: us Department of agriculture
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17 corpsmen. all elements train and certify in their 
respective areas. they are required to attend unique 
training, such as the Medical Management of Chemical 
and Biological Casualties Course or the Contaminated 
Casualty Decontamination Course given through the 
us army Medical research institute of Chemical 
Defense (usaMriCD) in conjunction with us army 
Medical institute of infectious Disease (usaMriiD). 
CBirF members are also nBC-qualified by the us 
Marine Corps Forces, nBC school in atlanta, Georgia. 
the CBirF can provide expert advice to an incident 
commander by means of a reach-back capability to 
military and civilian scientific experts.22–24 this means 
that through networking and communication, CBirF 
elements “reach back” to other DoD assets or consult-
ing experts on specific information related to chemical 
or biological threats. this reach-back capability results 
in rapid and coordinated effort.22–24

the national Guard’s role in a domestic CBrne 
event is to support state governors and  fully integrate 
within CBrne operations.15 the army national Guard 
is currently composed of over 360,000 individuals, 
while the air national Guard has approximately 
109,000. the national Guard, organized by the DoD, 
also coordinates its efforts across many other federal 
agencies.25 When called up by the state governor, the 
guard provides initial security and response for up to 
24 hours, after which WMD civil support teams mo-
bilize. the national Guard has at least 55 WMD civil 
support teams that are equipped and trained to detect 
CBrne agents. these teams are early entry forces 
equipped with diagnostic equipment for detecting 
CBrne weapons, they are trained and equipped for 
decontamination, and they can provide emergency 
medical treatment. Depending on the mission, they 
can also assist other early responders and advise the 
incident commander.22,25

in March 2004 the joint chiefs of staff and the com-
mander of the us army northern Command sup-
ported forming national Guard CBrne-enhanced 
response force packages for CBrne missions. the 
packages use existing capabilities combined with spe-
cialized training and equipment and are designed to 
support domestic missions for state governors, but are 
also able to support joint expeditionary capabilities.23,25 
the future vision for these integrated CBrne forces 
is for them to work closely with other agents within 
the DoD, including the chemical corps, northern 
Command, and other state and federal agencies. the 
national Guard is committed to supporting civil 
authorities in homeland security missions as well as 
serving as a first-line military capability to support 
homeland defense.25    

the 20th support Command was initiated in octo-

ber 2004 and is structured out of the forces command 
under the us Joint Forces Command. the 20th sup-
ports a wide spectrum of CBrne operations with fully 
trained forces. it is capable of exercising command and 
control in these operations. the 20th support Com-
mand includes personnel from the chemical corps, 
technical escort unit, and the explosive ordnance 
disposal. Within this command structure, support 
continues to come from and go to MeDCoM.26,27 

there is currently an ongoing effort within the DoD to 
expand the 20th support Command to serve as a joint 
task force capable of immediate deployment on WMD 
elimination and exploitation missions.14 

the us army’s First and ninth area medical labo-
ratories (aMls) also support forces’ command mis-
sions. these two units, based out of aberdeen Proving 
Ground, Maryland, are capable of deploying anywhere 
in the world on short notice to conduct health-hazard 
surveillance. the units draw on the scientific expertise 
of surrounding organizations in many areas, such as 
the us army Center for health Promotion and Pre-
ventive Medicine (usaChPPM), usaMriCD, and 
usaMriiD. 

the aMls conduct health-hazard surveillance for 
biological, chemical, nuclear, radiological, occupa-
tional and environmental health, and endemic disease 
threats at the theater level to protect and sustain the 
health of forces throughout military and domestic 
support operations. using sophisticated analytical 
instruments combined with health risk assessment by 
medical and scientific professionals, the aMls confirm 
environmental exposures in the field associated with 
the contemporary operating environment. the execu-
tion of this mission provides combat commanders 
with critical information that can assist in mitigating 
or eliminating health threats during the operational 
risk management process.

the aMls are composed of personnel with military 
occupational specialties from the areas of occupa-
tional and environmental health, nBC exposure, and 
endemic disease.27,28 the aMls were structured from 
the original 520th theater army Medical laboratory 
and maintain a chain of command through the 44th 
MeDCoM. this structure enables the units to provide 
comprehensive health hazard surveillance typically 
associated with MeDCoM-fixed facilities.26,28  

the occupational and environmental health section 
of the aMl provides comprehensive environmental 
health threat assessments by conducting air, water, 
soil, entomological, epidemiological, and radiological 
surveillance and laboratory analyses. in support of this 
mission, the occupational and environmental health 
section conducts analysis in four areas: environmental 
health, industrial hygiene, radiological assessment, 
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and entomology.27,28    
some of the capabilities of the nBC section include 

cholinesterase activity measurement, microbial identi-
fication, and gas chromatography with mass selective 
detector. other instrumentation capabilities include 
an electron capture and flame photometric detector, a 
mobile laboratory, and telechemistry. these capabili-
ties allow the section to identify microbial organisms 
and monitor for chemical WMDs as well as for a wide 
variety of toxic industrial chemicals. the technicians of 
the nBC section work in an isolation facility. soldiers 
set up the isolation facility using a tactical, expand-
able, two-sided, shelter attached to two sections of an 
extendable, modular, personnel tent (called a “teM-
Per”), and some of the capabilities can be executed in 
the mobile laboratory mounted in a shelter unit on the 
back of a M1097 hMMWV troop carrier.29–31

upon request, the endemic disease section deploys 
worldwide to conduct health threat surveillance for 
biological warfare agents and endemic disease threats 
at the theater level and provides and sustains force 
health protection. the section sets up its laboratory in 
an isolation facility that is nearly identical to that of 
the nBC section. this section is self-supporting and 

capable of transporting tactical and technical equip-
ment, providing environmental control, and using 
power generation equipment in order to complete 
assigned missions. the endemic disease section relies 
primarily on nucleic acid and antigen-detection–
based technologies, along with basic microbiological 
techniques, to detect, identify, and analyze naturally 
occurring infections and biological warfare agents that 
may be encountered during deployments. 

the endemic disease section often includes  pro-
fessional officer filler information system (ProFis) 
personnel, such as veterinary pathologists, veterinary 
microbiologists, preventative medicine physicians, and 
infectious disease physicians. the ProFis system is 
designed to provide high-quality medical care through 
trained medical personnel. Medical personnel are 
required to provide healthcare to fixed medical treat-
ment facilities and deploying units. ProFis personnel 
within the 20th support Command serve as subject 
matter experts on issues regarding infectious disease 
and biological warfare agents. they also provide 
laboratory support for infectious disease outbreak 
investigations and process and analyze potentially 
dangerous infectious specimens.28

military HealtHCare’s role in DomestiC PrePareDness

MeDCoM also has multiple resources that can as-
sist in responding to domestic incidents, such as those 
described in MeDCoM pamphlets 525-1 and 525-4.21,32 
these regulations outline potential medical support 
to civil authorities and provide guidance on develop-
ing plans for MeDCoM’s response to emergencies 
related to WMDs (see Figure 22-5). in the case of a 
major disaster or emergency, Dhhs, as the primary 
agency for health and medical services, would notify 
all supporting agencies under esF 8. each agency 
would be responsible for supplying sufficient support 
to any activities tasked against it and must therefore 
have a support individual or individuals knowledge-
able in the resources and capabilities of its respective 
agency.21 

the us Joint Forces Command communicates with 
other agencies to provide requests for assistance. in 
addition, MeDCoM, when directed to conduct emer-
gency medical assistance, provides personnel through 
ProFis. these individuals are deployed as directed by 
the northern Command via forces command and they 
are recalled according to their tables of organization. 
additional assistance can come from other support 
functions, medical treatment facilities, or other DoD 
medical forces, active or reserve.21  

one support function of the army Medical Depart-
ment is special medical augmentation response teams. 

these teams are organized at the subordinate MeD-
CoMs, such as usaChPPM and the us army Medical 
research and Materiel Command. there are 38 special 
medical augmentation response teams, two of which 
are particularly important in response to a chemical 
incident. these are the preventive medicine and the 
nBC teams. teams are made up of military personnel, 
civilians, and DoD contractors and can be deployed 
within or outside the continental united states to sup-
port local, state, or federal agencies in response to an 
emergency within 12 hours of notification.21,23,32

the chemical and biological rapid response team 
is another asset. the national Medical Chemical 
and Biological advisory team, which serves as the 
principal DoD medical advisor to the commanders or 
political authorities in response to a threat, directs this 
element. Chemical and biological rapid response teams 
are capable of deploying within 4 hours of notifica-
tion and they provide technical support by means of 
an advisory team that is tasked to an incident site.22,23 

other MeDCoM support personnel include the ra-
diological advisory medical teams located at Walter 
reed army Medical Center in Washington, DC; the 
disaster assistance response team located at Madigan 
army Medical Center in tacoma, Washington; and the 
emergency medical response team located at tripler 
army Medical Center in honolulu, hawaii.21,22 
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national PrePareDness Programs anD initiatives

in March of 2003 the act’s name was changed to the 
“strategic national stockpile Program,” and oversight 
and guidance of the pharmaceuticals and the program 
transferred returned to the Dhhs and the CDC to en-
sure that there are enough life-saving pharmaceuticals 
and medical supplies available in an emergency. 

the sns supplements the initial actions of first re-
sponders from state and local public health agencies. 
“Push packages” of pharmaceuticals and supplies are 
deployed within 12 hours of a request. the 12-hour 
push packages are composed of broad-spectrum items 
that can treat or provide symptomatic relief from a va-
riety of ill-defined or yet-to-be-determined illnesses. if 
required, additional supplies or products specific to an 
incident can be obtained through a vendor-managed 
inventory. these items can be shipped to the commu-
nity or incident site within 24 to 36 hours. 

Both the Dhhs and CDC determine and maintain 
the sns assets. Decisions on which treatments or an-
tidotes to maintain are based on intelligence reports, 
vulnerability of the population, availability of a com-
modity, and ease of dissemination. inventory, continual 
rotation, and quarterly quality inspections guarantee 
quality control. a request generates shipping of a pre-
configured push package via ground or air to state and 
local authorities. a technical advisory response unit 
can also be deployed with the sns assets for advice and 
assistance. the sns was used successfully in new york 
City following the  september 11 attacks and again in 
response to the anthrax attacks of 2001.

the sns program staffs, trains, and educates pro-
viders, responders, and others in disaster prepared-
ness. in addition, the program continually works with 
other agencies, including regional coordinators, the 
Department of Veterans affairs, the DoD, and FeMa 
to improve and coordinate efforts. improvements are 
ongoing within the program. these developments 
include expanding the capability to respond to new 
and emerging threats, working with state and local 
authorities on preparedness plans, and addressing 
operational issues when responding to terrorist threats. 
the sns is currently striving to increase city readi-
ness; its goal is to be able to provide oral medications 
to 100% of the population of selected cities within 48 
hours of an event. 

laboratory response network

another national resource for both information and 
collaboration is the laboratory response network. 
this network coordinates multiagency laboratories 
into an integrated communication and response plan. 

in addition to personnel and resources, there are 
several programs or initiatives that coordinate do-
mestic preparedness efforts or respond proactively to 
incidents. some of these include the national Disaster 
Medical system (nDMs), the strategic national stock-
pile (sns), and the laboratory response network.

national Disaster medical system

the objective of the nDMs is to coordinate a coop-
erative agreement between federal agencies, including 
the Dhhs, the DoD, the Dhs, and the Department 
of Veterans affairs, as well as state, local, public, and 
private resources to ensure a coordinated medical 
response system. the nDMs is activated in response 
to emergency events and provides potential assets to 
meet medical health services as outlined in esF 8 in 
the nrP.11,12 FeMa coordinates necessary medical care 
for incidents such as natural catastrophes, military 
contingencies, terrorist attacks, or refugee influxes. 
the response is federalized, with the Dhhs acting 
as the lead federal agency. Medical care personnel 
include disaster medical assistance teams, disaster 
mortuary teams, veterinary medical assistance teams, 
and WMD medical response teams.18,21 the MeDCoM 
nDMs coordinates efforts with the nDMs within a 
geographical area. 

strategic national stockpile 

the treatment of mass casualties involved in a bio-
logical or chemical terrorist attack requires not only a 
coordinated effort of personnel but may also include 
large quantities of pharmaceuticals and medical 
supplies. Because an attack could occur at any time 
or place, life-saving resources require an equally 
coordinated response. in most scenarios, state and lo-
cal governments do not have sufficient quantities of 
medical items to provide for a mass-casualty event, so 
effective pharmaceuticals must be rapidly deployed 
from a central location. this need led to the creation 
of a national stockpile.

in 1999 Congress directed that the Dhhs and the 
CDC establish a national repository of antibiotics, 
pharmaceuticals, chemical antidotes, and other medi-
cal supplies. identified as the “national Pharmaceutical 
stockpile,” the mission of this repository is to provide 
these items during an emergency within 12 hours of 
a federal decision to deploy.33 With the approval and 
passage of the homeland security act of 2002, the 
role of determining the goals and requirements of the 
national Pharmaceutical stockpile shifted to the Dhs. 
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the network first became operational in 1999 in accor-
dance with Presidential Decision Directive 39 under the 
Dhhs and CDC.1 the network brings together experts 
from various agencies to coordinate sample testing and 
to increase laboratory capability. agencies participat-
ing in this program include the CDC, the Dhs, the us 
environmental Protection agency, the us Department 
of agriculture, the us Food and Drug administra-
tion, the DoD, the Dhhs, and other federal agencies, 
as well as international, state, and local public health 
laboratories. there are currently over 100 laboratories 
participating in the network.33 

laboratories are categorized according to their ca-

pabilities and responses into sentinel, reference, and 
national laboratories. sentinel laboratories process 
samples for routine diagnostic purposes and determine 
if the samples should be shipped to reference and na-
tional laboratories. reference laboratories (there are ap-
proximately 140) are federal, military, and international 
laboratories that specialize in veterinary, agricultural, 
food, water, or soil testing. national laboratories (eg, 
the CDC or military labs) perform definitive testing 
when required.33 some examples of these tests include 
cholinesterase testing done at usaChPPM, thiodigly-
col testing at usaMriCD, and several biological tests 
performed at the CDC and usaMriiD. 

CHemiCal PrePareDness Programs anD initiatives

in 1985 Congress mandated destroying all the us 
chemical agent and munitions stockpiles. the original 
date of completion for this project was 1994; however, 
the date was extended to 2007 after the us senate 
ratified the destruction of chemical weapons during 
the Chemical Weapons Convention in april 1997. 
Congress also directed that the well being and safety 
of the environment and the general public be protected 
in and around the areas of the eight chemical weap-
ons storage sites. this direction led to the Chemical 
stockpile emergency Preparedness Program (CsePP), 
established in 1988 and revised in 1995.34

a memorandum of understanding (Mou), issued in 
March 2004, directs the Department of the army and 
Dhs (through FeMa) to identify their respective roles 
and efforts in emergency response preparedness in the 
areas surrounding the remaining seven stockpile sites 
of chemical munitions.35,36 the army is the custodian 
for these stockpiles and FeMa provides guidance, 
funding, resources, and training. other agencies lend 
support as needed through expert consultants. these 
agencies include the us environmental Protection 
agency and the Dhhs. Currently the army stockpiles 
sites are:

	 •	 Anniston	Chemical	Activity	(Anniston,	Ala-
bama)

	 •	 Blue	Grass	Chemical	Activity	 (Richmond,	
Kentucky)

	 •	 Newport	Chemical	Depot	 (Newport,	 Indi-
ana)

	 •	 Pine	Bluff	Chemical	Activity	(Pine	Bluff	Arse-
nal, arkansas) 

	 •	 Pueblo	Chemical	Depot	(Pueblo,	Colorado)
	 •	 Tooele	Chemical	Activity	(Tooele	Army	Depot,	

utah)
	 •	 Umatilla	Chemical	Depot	(Hermiston,	Oregon)

the risk to the local communities in and around 
the seven chemical storage sites in the united states 
remains. the greatest risk is a natural or human-
made event that causes the release of chemical agents 
from these storage facilities. there is a direct link 
between destroying the stockpiles under the chemi-
cal demilitarization program (see Chapter 4, history 
of the Chemical threat, Chemical terrorism, and its 
implications for Military Medicine) and the emergency 
preparedness plan. officials in states and counties 
where these demilitarization sites are located must 
have emergency preparedness initiatives in place 
before destruction operations begin. Budgeting and 
funding for CsePP are primarily approved through 
the army after funding requirements are outlined by 
the states and counties. the army, FeMa, and state 
and local communities need a constant, proactive 
approach to disaster preparedness. several areas of 
continuous improvement are crucial to the success of 
the demilitarization program, such as applying lessons 
learned, having better relations with state and local 
communities, and providing assistance and guidance 
to states on technical assistance and leadership.36

these chemical depot communities exercise pre-
paredness and assess the effectiveness and capabilities 
of federal, state, and local response organizations. 
CsePP exercises consist of two types: federally man-
aged exercises and alternative year exercises. Feder-
ally managed exercises, led by army and FeMa co-
directors, involve mobilization of emergency facilities, 
command posts, and communications centers and are 
federally mandated evaluations of a community’s ca-
pability to respond to a chemical accident or incident. 
the alternative year exercise is used by the community 
to assess its training needs, review standard operating 
procedures, and evaluate resources, equipment, and 
personnel. other exercises include tabletop reme-
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diation and recovery exercises and army-mandated, 
quarterly chemical accident or incident response and 
assistance exercises.37 all exercises are evaluated and 
analyzed to assess performance. the evaluations 
compare performance based on criteria from army 
regulation 50-637,38 and the applicable portions of the 
Code of Federal regulations.  

emergency procedures are in place in the commu-
nities surrounding chemical stockpiles and the pro-
cedures are published. through the CsePP program, 
the communities work with FeMa and the army to 
enhance their preparedness and will continue to do so 
until the stockpiles no longer exist. CsePP’s successes 
have been nationally recognized. the community risk 
has been significantly reduced in aberdeen, anniston, 
and tooele, demonstrating to other communities that 
applying the lessons learned is beneficial.39 some les-
sons learned that have contributed to decreased risk 

include advances in building and improving public 
warning systems, increasing public awareness, and 
adding more trained medical personnel and responders.  

another valuable chemical countermeasure re-
source is the Chemical security analysis Center. the 
center provides threat awareness and assessment on a 
variety of chemical-related threats (eg, chemical war-
fare agents, toxic industrial chemicals) through a forum 
for subject matter experts. it supports information 
management, reach-back capability, and threat char-
acterization. a similar project was developed in 2004 
for the center’s biological counterpart, the national 
Bio-Defense analysis and Countermeasure Center. 
Currently the Chemical security analysis Center is 
planned for a central location and is to provide easy 
access to the database. these efforts aim to prevent and 
mitigate the consequences of chemical or biological 
threats by preparing ahead.

training anD eDuCation

training and education are an integral part of any 
community response to an emergency, including an 
act of terrorism. the ability to respond safely and 
effectively to incidents of chemical, biological, or ra-
diological terrorism resulting in large numbers of ca-
sualties requires disaster education and preparedness 
training. this unique training, required for military 
response teams and healthcare providers (particularly 
those involved in CBrne), has been a valuable asset 
in domestic preparedness. increasing awareness and 
training in CBrne will continue be important. By 
building on knowledge, increasing awareness, training 
in CBrne, and applying lessons learned, military and 
civilian medical providers and first responders will 
become more proactive in preventing and deterring 
attacks and minimizing the effects of a human-made 
or natural disaster. in 2001 the Joint Commission on 
accreditation of healthcare organizations challenged 
healthcare providers to obtain the proper training and 
education to decrease vulnerabilities of a catastrophic 
incident and improve communications between agen-
cies for a more efficient and rapid response through 
emergency planning and training exercises.40

CBrne training for the DoD is multiservice and 
single-service oriented. although each service may 
have its own defense CBrne doctrine, all us mili-
tary services support the joint doctrine. the goals of 
these efforts are to ensure publications are up to 
date, coordinated across services, and relevant. For 
example several of the army’s field manuals41,42 are 
part of multiservice doctrines. these army manuals 
have air Force, navy, and Marine counterpart manu-

als that are service-specific, but that all support joint 
publications that are currently available or under 
development.23,42,43

across the services, initial entry training for 
CBrne events on the battlefield begins with first aid, 
self aid, and buddy aid. this training is augmented 
with rigorous instruction on employing the various 
mission-oriented protective posture levels and con-
ducting personnel and equipment decontamination. 
equipping service members with mission-oriented 
protective posture gear, pyridostigmine bromide 
pretreatment tablets, atropine and 2-pralidoxime chlo-
ride autoinjectors, diazepam, decontamination kits, 
chemical agent detection paper, and training on the 
use of these supplies is the foundation from which to 
build. operationally, us army Medical Department, 
us army Chemical Corps, and us army ordinance 
Corps personnel with specialized training in CBrne 
are a valued training resource. effective training is 
essential for handling mass casualty situations, treat-
ing field casualties expediently, and managing unique 
aspects related to treating CBrne casualties. the 
challenge of decreasing vulnerabilities and improving 
preparedness becomes one of improving communica-
tion between agencies for a more efficient and rapid 
response so that the right materials and individuals 
are present at the right time and place.

there have been many changes in disaster prepared-
ness since the attacks on the World trade Center and 
the Pentagon in 2001. above all, the military healthcare 
system has improved medical readiness. the posi-
tion of assistant secretary of defense for acquisition,  
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technology, and logistics was established by DoD Di-
rective 2000.12 on august 18, 2003, to direct CBrne 
readiness for military medical education and training. 
Military education and training ensures that medical 
services and personnel can perform optimally in all 
types of disaster environments. the office of the 
surgeon General oversees and integrates the medical 
aspects of CBrne programs, including materiel devel-
opment, testing, evaluation, and medical oversight of 
nonmedical programs for all army medical personnel. 
however, whoever commands and oversees these 
programs today could change tomorrow, so military 
medical personnel need to be ready for the next cata-
strophic event.

in their domestic preparedness roles, today’s DoD 
healthcare providers must be capable of  managing 
military casualties and may also be required to work 
with civilian healthcare agencies and providers as 
well as other civilian first responders and support 
personnel. training for catastrophic chemical inci-
dents has become a joint effort as well as an exchange 
of knowledge and emergency medical training. the 
us army Medical Department has addressed the 
training and education of healthcare providers in the 
medical management of CBrne illness or injuries in 
army regulation 40-68.43 this regulation states that 
for clinical privileges or staff appointment approval, 
providers must be educated in the medical diagnoses 
and appropriate management of CBrne casualties. 
in 2003 the Force health Protection Council endorsed 
standards of proficiency training as a requirement for 
all medical personnel throughout the DoD.44

the Defense Medical readiness training institute in 
san antonio, texas, was tasked to conduct a CBrne 
training gap analysis by the assistant secretary of 
health affairs in 2004. in 2002 the joint staff and the 
deputy assistant secretary of affairs for force health 
protection and readiness tasked the defense medical 
readiness training institute to develop a tri-service 
CBrne training program. this is a distance learning 
training program for all DoD employees. the program 
was developed with core competencies for clinical, 
medical, and specialty areas for all DoD medical em-
ployees. the program consists of a basic course, an 
operators’ and responders’ course, a clinical course, 
and an executive and commander course. Course levels 
include initial, sustainment, and advanced.45  

training for CBrne and medical force health pro-
tection is conducted at the army Medical Department 
Center and school, usaMriCD, usaMriiD, the 
armed Forces radiobiology research institute, and 
usaChPPM. the Web sites of the Dhs, FeMa, the 
navy, the air Force, and the army also offer training 
courses. the uniformed services university of the 

health sciences conducts a chemical warfare and 
consequence management course that brings together 
leading chemical warfare authorities from the DoD and  
federal, state, and local governments. the course ad-
dresses some potentially controversial topics that may 
be faced when making policy decisions.

in 2001 the us General accounting office stated 
in its report to the chairman of the subcommittee 
on national security, Veterans affairs, and interna-
tional relations, Committee on Government reform, 
house of representatives, that the “gold standard” 
programs for medical training and education were 
the Medical Management of Chemical and Biological 
Casualties Course, the Field Management of Chemical 
and Biological Casualties Course,46 and the hospital 
Management of CBrne incidents Course developed 
soon after.23

the Medical Management of Chemical and Bio-
logical Casualties Course is conducted by usaMriCD 
and usaMriiD. the course is designed for us army 
Medical Corps, nurse Corps, and Medical service 
Corps officers, physician assistants, and other se-
lected medical professionals. Classroom instruction 
and laboratory and field exercises prepare students 
to effectively manage the casualties of chemical and 
biological agent exposure. Classroom discussion 
includes the history and current threat of chemical 
and biological agent use, the characteristics of threat 
agents, the pathophysiology and treatment of agent 
exposure, and the principles of field management of 
threat agent casualties. in the field, attendees practice 
the principles of personal protection, triage, treat-
ment, and decontamination of chemical casualties. 
During this exercise, attendees learn the capabilities 
and limitations of mission-oriented protective posture 
when treating casualties in a simulated contaminated 
environment. Continuing medical education credits 
are available for this training.23

the Field Management of Chemical and Biological 
Casualties Course is conducted by usaMriCD at 
aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. the course is 
designed for Medical service Corps officers, Chemi-
cal Corps officers, and noncommissioned officers in 
medical or chemical specialties. Classroom instruction 
and laboratory and field exercises prepare students 
to become trainers in the first echelon management 
of chemical and biological agent casualties. there 
are small-group computer and briefing exercises that 
reinforce casualty management principles. During 
the 2 days of field training, attendees establish a ca-
sualty decontamination site and use the site during 
scenario-based exercises to manage litter and ambu-
latory casualties. attendees practice the principles of 
personal protection, agent detection, triage, emergency 
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treatment, and decontamination of chemical casualties 
at the site.23 

the hospital Management of CBrne incidents 
Course is conducted jointly by usaMriCD, usaM-
riiD, and the armed Forces radiobiology research 
institute. the course is designed for hospital-based 
medical professionals, including healthcare profession-
als, hospital administrators, medical planners, and oth-
ers who plan, conduct, or are responsible for hospital 
management of mass-casualty incidents or terrorism 
preparedness. the course consists of classroom instruc-
tion, scenarios, and tabletop exercises with military 
and civilian hospital-based medical and management 
professionals with skills, knowledge, and information 
resources to carry out the full spectrum of healthcare 
facility responsibilities required by a CBrne event. 

nonmedical nBC and CBrne courses offered to 
the military include leadership courses in homeland 
security, antiterrorism and force protection, and 
consequence management, in addition to the ongo-
ing developmental courses available to both enlisted 
service members and officers (eg, officer and noncom-
missioned officer basic and advanced courses). op-
portunities also exist for certain individuals in CBrne 
defense specialist training from the us army Chemi-
cal school and the Defense threat reduction agency 
Defense nuclear Weapons school. other professional 
military, nonmedical education includes the us army 
CBrn Defense Professional training at Fort leonard 
Wood, Missouri.23 

in addition to specialized, credentialed medical 
training, there are other opportunities for civilian and 
military individuals to obtain further education in 
general homeland security training. after september 
11, 2001, courses on homeland security, preparedness, 
consequence management, and response were offered 
at colleges and universities across the nation. Courses 
range from introductory levels and information aware-
ness to full-credit courses. these courses introduce 
students to topics including policy, legislation, security, 
management, operations, and planning.

online distance learning and educational informa-
tion are also easily accessible. the Web sites of the 
Dhs, the CDC, and the Dhhs have several valuable 
links that can be used to find resources for planning 
preparedness operations, online courses for accredita-
tion, and reference materials for responders and medi-
cal personnel. FeMa offers an online course covering 
the incident command system, starting with a basic 
course and advancing through the niMs and the nrP. 
students are entered into a national database as trained 
individuals upon graduation.47 in addition, the Dhs 
and other federal agencies offer several assistance 
programs, grants and training courses to states and 

localities on terrorism preparedness and healthcare 
emergency services.48–50     

Finally, there are several informational resources 
worth noting. the CDC, for example, has numerous 
references on topics related to chemicals and chemi-
cal emergencies. its emergency preparedness and 
response Web site has a wide variety of information 
for both healthcare professionals and the general pub-
lic.50 another valuable source of information from the 
Dhhs is the agency for toxic substances and Disease 
registry.19 this is a health registry of the Dhhs and 
CDC that is available to the public and provides valu-
able information on toxic profiles of potentially haz-
ardous substances and their health effects, if known. 
the substances are ranked according to their potential 
risk for exposure. the information is easy to read and 
understand and is updated by peer review. Currently 
there are 289 toxicological profiles that can be used by 
emergency responders.19 

the agency for toxic substances and Disease reg-
istry is capable of assisting local, state, and federal 
agencies in responding to chemical terrorist acts by 
analyzing biological and environmental samples. the 
registry offers an emergency hotline service, maintains 
a Web site, and provides training, exercises, and quali-
fication certification to improve laboratories.19,50 

exercises

exercises are the best test of the effectiveness of pre-
paredness plans, policies, and training. these practices 
measure agency and interagency abilities to respond 
to incidents and are critical tools that can be used to 
enhance coordination. exercises also provide a way 
to initiate policy change, review lessons learned, and 
give quantifiable performance measurements that can 
be used for certification purposes and improvement. 
exercises can be conducted at many levels, from local 
to national.

the first step in conducting an exercise is to train 
the trainers, and that process usually begins with 
tabletop exercises that are conducted with represen-
tatives from participating agencies. local, state, and 
federal systems are tested addressing local and state 
response and how well that response integrates with 
federal support. the final step in practical exercise 
is usually a full-scale exercise, such as a mock event, 
that includes first responders, private individuals, 
businesses, and local, state, and federal agencies. 
the goal of training should be to provide immedi-
ate feedback to participants, reinforce training, and 
evaluate a particular method’s effectiveness. an ad-
ditional goal is to learn from the exercise to improve 
the preparedness plan for the next exercise or real 
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event. exercises should test the system to evaluate 
alternative solutions, approaches, and personnel as 
well as equipment needs.

the Dhs office for Domestic Preparedness has 
developed government-based emergency prepared-
ness exercises involving multiple agencies. these 
top-official, national-level, terrorism exercises involve 
a specific event and are geared toward senior-level offi-

cials at all levels of government. the exercises evaluate 
emergency preparedness, response, and consequence 
management. they were congressionally mandated 
in May 2000 and they continue to strengthen the na-
tion’s capabilities in responding to, preparing for, and 
recovering from a full-scale terrorist attack. the fourth 
(and largest) top-official exercise took place october 
15 to 19, 2007.

summary

the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review Report outlines 
the vision for forces of the DoD to “be organized, 
trained, equipped, and resourced to deal with all 
aspects of the threat posed by weapons of mass 
destruction.”14 in order to accomplish this goal, mili-
tary healthcare providers must be able to anticipate 
and respond to certain threats. today’s military 
healthcare providers must be capable of managing 
casualties within a broad, multiagency framework that 
adapts according to the scope and specifics of an in-
cident. in addition to the traditional patient-provider 
role, military healthcare providers, logisticians, and 
leaders must be trained and equipped to assume a 
variety of other roles, from advising to involvement 
in specific response teams. Beyond understanding the 
nature of the hazards and medical management of 

casualties, today’s military healthcare provider must 
understand national policies, the overall structure of 
a disaster response, and the DoD’s role in support of 
civilian authorities during the consequence manage-
ment phase of recovery from an incident. this can be 
accomplished with the knowledge acquired through 
research, technology development, awareness of the 
role of military healthcare providers within DoD and 
the military healthcare system, and training, including 
joint exercises with other agencies. through continued 
learning, practice, and shared lessons learned, military 
healthcare providers expand their ability to respond 
effectively and efficiently in the event of an incident. 
should one occur, a well-trained, fully prepared mili-
tary medical community can alter the outcome of a 
major CBrne event.
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